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Real Estate (un)usual
Due to the pandemic, many real estate agencies were forced to find creative

ways to navigate these difficult times. Most of them enhanced their online

presence and placed their bets on virtual tours and zoom meetings. Others

looked for niche markets, still active and growing during this time.

Student at Home, registered Trade Mark of

Intuition Challenge LDA was always oriented

towards a niche market, providing a set of

integrated services for students and expats

visiting Porto. 

We are not only providing accommodation

but also a great deal of support and

information on every-day issues like

transportation around Porto and the nearby

cities, sightseeing suggestions, best

restaurants in town, legal advice, support

during COVID-19 lock-downs, updates on the

pandemic in Portugal, rules to be followed,

etc., creating an overall feeling of belonging

and inclusion for all our clients. 

We believe in creating close relationships

with our customers which will help them

better integrate this new culture and

environment.

Despite the limitations imposed by the

state of things during 2020 and

continuing in 2021, our preexistent on-

line structure helped us maintain the

same level and quality of the services

offered. 

Even if the number of people visiting

Portugal dropped by approximately 70%

last year, our activity did not diminish, as

young people and expats continued to

come to Porto to pursue their studies,

new jobs, and dreams, taking advantage

of our more relaxed rules, better climate

and beautiful places all over the country. 

In the middle of all this instability, most

of the touristic flats have become now

medium-term accommodation, starting

to explore the “expats market” in search

of a way to keep afloat so there is actually

a good opportunity in choosing to be

part of it.  

Taking in students and young workers is

a good way to continue to obtain income

during these times and this could be an

option to explore for Real Estate agencies

and property managers too.
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As part of an increasing trend of

globalization, turning to expats and

creating tailor-made offers for them is the

next obvious step to push even further our

businesses. And this applies not only to

Portugal, but also to every other part of the

world. 

The key is identifying what’s your unique

advantage and explore it, using your

experience and creativity to stand out. 

In our case, being ourselves expats in

Portugal gave us unparalleled insights

regarding the struggle of coming to a new

country without knowing anything about

it, in a time where Internet and Social

Media were in their early days and only

very few people would actually travel to

Porto. 
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But based on that initial struggle we are

now able to better understand and help our

clients, making our work not only

professional and efficient but also

compassionate.

Being for the 4th year in a row voted as “The

best travel destination in Europe” at the

World Travel Awards, Portugal is not only a

great country to visit and explore but also to

invest in. Many beautiful properties are still

available and the possibilities to explore

them and get a good return on your

investment are endless.

Tourism in Portugal represents 17% of the

GDP and in less than 7 years, between 2012

and 2019, the number of foreigners visiting

our country simply doubled so following

these trends and considering all the

strengths and opportunities, Portugal

should recover fast from the pandemic set-

back. It’s now the time to invest in Portugal!

"The best travel
destination in Europe”




